Spirantization as a templatic process in Icelandic
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Spirantization of stops is a characteristic synchronic phenomenon of the phonology of
Icelandic (Thráinsson 2002, Árnason 2012). When preceding /t/ or /s/, Icelandic voiceless
stops /p, t, k/ surface as [f, s, x]. This is illustrated in (1):
(1) (a) \skIp\ [scIp] ship NOM.
\ba̯ut+ʏr\ [bau8t ʏr] boat NOM.
\θak\ [θak] roof NOM.
(b) \ta̯ip+ʏr\ [tai8p ʏr] risky MASC.
\rik+ʏr\ [rikʏr] rich MASC.
\vei8k+ʏr\ [vei8k ʏr] weak MASC.
(c) \ak+a\ [a…ka] drive INF.
\ajp+a\ [aj…pa] scream INF.
\l9{jp+a\ [l9{j…pa] run INF.

(a')

(b')

(c')

\skIp+s\ [scIfs] ship GEN.
\ba̯ut+s\ [bau8s …] boat GEN.
\θak+s\ [θaxs] roof GEN.
\ta̯ip+t\ [tai8f t] risky NEUT.
\rik+t\ [rixt] rich NEUT.
\vei8k+t\ [vei8x t] weak NEUT.
\ak+tʏ\ [axtʏ] drive IMP. 2PS
\ajp+tɪ\ [ajftɪ] scream PRET. 3PS
\l9{jp+tʏ\ [l9{jftʏ] run PRET. 2PS

Generally, spirantization is given as a lenition process altering the complexity of stops in coda
(weak position: Scheer & Ségéral 2001). If being in coda suffices to trigger spirantization, we
expect no voiceless stops in a weak position. However, this is not the case in Icelandic, as
shown in (2):
(2) \v{kv+a\ waterinf.
\reikvisk+Yr\ from Reykjavikmasc.
\steinn\ stonenom.
\nefn+a\ nameinf.
\vagn\ wagonnom.

[v{…kva]
[rei…kviskYr9]
[steitn]
[nepna]
[vakn]

*[v{…xva]
*[rei…xviskYr9]
*[steisn]
*[nefna]
*[vaxn]

Looking back at the data in (1), we are facing two problems: first, how to represent the
segmental change? Second, what triggers this process?
Segments. The following hierarchy, in (3), was built using the Contrastivist Hypothesis (Hall
2007, Dresher 2008). The same behavior is expected for each group of segments under the
same node. In the case of spirantization, stops acquire stridency, hence becoming [-SG] (see
Iverson & Salmons 1995, Basbøll 2005, Árnason 2012).
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This fact seems counter-intuitive for most of the time scholars consider that fricatives are
weaker than stops and should result from content loss (Lass 1984). The representation that we
get from the hierarchy ([+SG → -SG, +strident]) does not reflect this loss: on the contrary,
segments end up more complex than before undergoing spirantization.
This lack of naturalness in the representation is not the result of the hierarchical
organization per se, but rather of the use of binary features. Indeed, even if a feature swaps a

positive value for a negative one, the feature still counts in the segmental content, making
lenition impossible to reflect. However, Element Theory (KLV 1985, Scheer 1996, Backley
2011) allows us to fully assess content gain or loss: e.g. spirantization of /p/ into /f/ is
rendered by the loss of the occlusion element {U Ɂ H h} → {U H h} – this fits into the
lenition scenario.
We will show that the contrastive hierarchy, as it stands in (3), should be amended
using privative elements, in order to reflect the segmental structure of Icelandic and the
processes affecting them.
Trigger. (1b', c') show that we cannot consider that spirantization is caused by the presence of
a fricative at the right of the target. Now, if we posit that it is morphologically driven, we can
identify five morphemes triggering the process:
s[gen.], -t[neut.], -tY[imp. 2ps], -tY[pret. 2ps], -tI[pret. 3ps]

(4)

The hypothesis is that these morphemes are structurally richer than what can be seen
at first. In the line of Bendjaballah (1998, 2012), we claim that their template consists of two
governing domains adding extra space allowing processes to occur:
(5)

(a) [C V C V]NEUT.

(b) [C V C V]IMP. 2PS/PRET 3PS
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(c) [C V C V]GEN.
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This allows us to represent, as in (6), the segments undergoing spirantization as branching in
the free C-slot at the right of the root. This particular structure, and only this one, repels the
{/} element.
(6)
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Icelandic is subject to a constraint on complex codas which systematically simplifies clusters
preceding a consonant, see (7).
(7) \spirn+a\ [spirna] hit INF.
\javn+ur\ [jawnur] equal MASC.
\barn\ [badn] child NOM.
\fill+a\ [fidla] fill INF.
\sigl+a\ [sigla] sail INF.

\spirn+ti\ [spinti] hit PRET.
\javn+t\ [jamt] equal NEUT.
\barn+s\ [bans] child GEN.
\fill+ti\ [filti] fill PRET.
\sigl+di\ [sildi] sail PRET.

This reduction phenomena has consequences on the internal make-up of segments and
spirantization in (1) and (6) is the strategy to satisfy this constraint. Notice that in the case of
preaspirated segments, considered as underlying geminates (Thráinsson cited in Árnason
2012) (8), cluster reduction always leads to a fricative – a kind of spirantization.
(8) \kEppti\ [cEftI] compete with PRET.
ÁRNASON K.

\hnEkktI\ [n9ExtI] break PRET.
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